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The Supreme People’s Court Publishes 
2010 Annual Report on IP Cases 

Key Points:  

• Confirms principles in interpreting patent 
claims 

• Considers additional factors in 
determining similarity of trademarks 

• Specifies conditions and standards for 
application of the general principle under 
the Anti-Unfair Competition Law 

On April 13, 2011 the Supreme People’s Court (the 

SPC) of the People’s Republic of China issued the 

Annual Report on Intellectual Property Cases (2010) 

(the 2010 IP Cases Report). This is the third IP 

cases report published by the SPC since January 1, 

2009. The SPC’s reports aim to provide all courts in 

the country with clarifications and interpretations with 

respect to the application of certain ambiguous IP 

provisions and the application of law to new issues 

through its opinions and judgments in these selected 

cases.  

Among the 317 IP cases it concluded in 2010, the 

SPC selected 36 to address 43 legal issues in 

different IP disputes and its interpretations and 

clarifications in resolving these issues. The important 

judgments the SPC established in the 36 cases 

include the following. 

Patents 

• Principles for interpreting patent claims: 

the guiding principles are to follow the patent 

description and related illustration, to rely on 

a common understanding of a term in the 

patent description in absence of an express 

interpretation of the term, to consistently 

interpret the same technical term in different 

patent claims and to consider specific 

restrictions on patent protection scope made 

by patent holders in interpreting claims.  

• Conditions to determine an equivalent 

patented technology used on infringing 

products: these conditions include whether 

the technical features of the claimed 

infringing products can be conceived without 

creative labor by ordinary technical 

personnel in the field, and whether the 

technical features of the claimed infringing 

products substantially support the same 

functions and effects of the patented 

technology.  

• Prosecution history estoppel applies to a 

patent applicant’s modifications to patent 

claim scope and a patent owner’s 

statements made in patent administrative 

procedures. 

• Protection of a process patent extends 

only to the product obtained directly from 

the patented process (original product), 

excluding products that represent 

improvements on the original product. 

Copyrights 

• Registration of works of original 

authorship, mainly documents and titles 

of works, shall not constitute publication 

and therefore cannot be used to prove that 
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the defendant has ever accessed the works 

of the plaintiff. 

• An overseas copyright owner’s right to 

protect its film and TV works is not 

subject to China’s administrative 

approval for such works.  

Trademarks 

• Additional factors to be considered in 

determining similarity of two trademarks: 

in Lacoste v. Crocodile International Pte Ltd., 

the SPC stated that for the purposes of 

trademark infringement, trademark similarity 

refers to any similarity between two 

trademarks that causes confusion in the 

market. Apart from considering similarity 

according to the components of the 

trademarks, depending on the case, the 

court will also consider the intention of the 

claimed infringer, the history of use and 

current status of the disputed trademark, and 

the reference trademark. 

In Jiahe County Forge v. Huaguang 

Machinery Co., Ltd., etc., the SPC further 

clarified that in determining the similarity 

between trademarks based on their 

components, the court shall also consider 

the extent of distinctiveness and market 

awareness of the trademarks or 

components; the font, pronunciation and 

meaning of the words; the composition and 

color of the devices; and the combination 

structure. The court can then decide whether 

the entire or main part of the disputed 

trademark may cause confusion in the 

market. In practice, the trademark 

administration and some courts often simply 

decide that a subject trademark has 

confusing similarity with a reference 

trademark because the two contain the same 

words, without considering differences in the 

device or the combination effect between the 

subject trademark and the reference 

trademark. It’s hopeful that in future 

trademark proceedings, the trademark 

administration and the court may adopt more 

comprehensive and flexible criteria in 

determining such similarities.  

• The commercial name of a drug that has 

considerable influence in the market via 

actual use is eligible for protection as a 

prior right against trademark registration.  

• The right claimer’s intention and act of 

using a disputed mark may affect 

eligibility for protection. In Sony Ericsson 

China v. Liu Jianjia the court decided that 

Sony Ericsson China did not have prior use 

right on “suoai” (a combination of two 

characters used as the first characters of 

Sony’s Chinese name and Ericsson’s 

Chinese name) to defend against Liu 

Jianjia’s registration of the “suoai” trademark; 

before Liu Jianjia filed for registration of the 

mark, Sony Ericsson China did not use or 

intend to use “suoai” as its trademark or 

trade name, though some media used 
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“suoai” to refer to Sony Ericsson’s cell phone 

products.  

Competition 

• Commercial opportunities to be 

protected: the SPC stated that commercial 

opportunities that can reasonably be 

expected to come to fruition under normal 

circumstance are eligible for protection under 

the Anti-Unfair Competition Law. However, it 

must be proved that a competitor took the 

plaintiff’s commercial opportunity using unfair 

method(s), violating the principle of good 

faith and generally accepted business ethics. 

• Conditions and standards for application 

of the general principle under Article 2 of 

the Anti-Unfair Competition Law to 

determine a particular business act 

represents unfair competition: the general 

principle will apply if the law does not provide 

an express stipulation about the subject act; 

if other operators’ lawful rights and interests 

are actually harmed due to the act; and if the 

act violates the principle of good faith and 

generally accepted business ethics and 

becomes unfair and impeachable.  

• Competition by employee: the SPC 

clarified that in absence of a statutory or 

contractual non-competition restriction on an 

employee, the employee’s preparation for 

establishment of a company competing with 

the employer before his or her employment 

is terminated may not necessarily constitute 

unfair competition.  

• Expired patented design may be eligible 

for protection under the Anti-Unfair 

Competition Law: the SPC decided that an 

expired design is still eligible for protection if 

it constitutes special packaging or decoration 

under the Anti-Unfair Competition Law.  

Apart from the above guiding judgments, the SPC 

also clarified legal points with respect to relevant IP 

contracts, division of IP infringement liabilities, and 

evidence and procedures relating to IP litigation.  

– Brenda Xu 

 

State Council Solicits Public Comment 
on Proposed Updates to New Foreign 
Investment Guidance Catalogue 

Key Points: 

• The Catalogue reflects China’s  
macro-economic policies 

• Stipulates “encouraged,” “permitted,” 
“restricted” and “prohibited” categories 
for foreign investment in China 

• Focus industries include energy and high 
technology 

Initially introduced by the predecessor agencies of 

the National Development and Reform Commission 

(NDRC) and the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) 

in 1995, the Foreign Investment Guidance Catalogue 

(Catalogue) has played an important role in foreign 

direct investment in China by stipulating 
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“encouraged,” “permitted,” “restricted” and 

“prohibited” categories for different foreign-invested 

projects. Different levels of administration and 

restriction will be applied depending on the category 

of a foreign-invested project, according to the 

Catalogue. From this perspective, the Catalogue 

plays a large role in China’s market openness and 

reflects China’s macro-economic policies. The most 

recent revision to the Catalogue occurred in October 

2007.  

On April 1, 2011 the Legislative Affairs Office of the 

State Council published a notice soliciting comments 

from the public on a proposed revision of the 

Catalogue, following the State Council’s Opinions on 

the Further Utilisation of Foreign Investment, issued 

in April 2010, as well as China’s 12th Five Year Plan, 

published in October 2010. The draft updates to the 

Catalogue were open for public comment until the 

end of April. It is expected that the new Catalogue 

will be promulgated officially in substantially the 

same form soon. Hence, this article sets forth the 

proposed changes to offer a first look to foreign 

investors interested in the China market. 

Following the general trend toward more 

liberalization, numerous new industries have been 

added to the encouraged and permitted categories. 

On the other hand, the revised Catalogue raises the 

standards for many encouraged industries and 

removes others (downgrading them to mere 

permitted status) to emphasize high-technology and 

value-added production. A summary of the proposed 

changes follows. 

Highlights of the proposed revisions to the 2007 

Catalogue include the following. 

New Encouraged Sectors  

• China now welcomes more foreign projects 

within the high-end manufacturing and  

high-tech sectors. New additions to the 

encouraged category include: (1) gear 

transmission manufacturing used for wind 

power, nuclear power or high-speed rail;  

(2) design and manufacturing of equipment 

used for automobile batteries;  

(3) development and manufacturing of  

next-generation Internet equipment, terminal 

equipment, testing equipment, software and 

chips based on IPv6; and (4) construction 

and operation of vehicle charging stations as 

well as battery replacement stations. 

• As a major energy consumer in need of 

alternative resources, China further 

encourages foreign participation in 

unconventional natural gas exploration and 

exploitation. The 2007 Catalogue 

encouraged the exploration of only seabed 

combustible ice, but the new revision adds 

shale gas to the list. However, only 

investment in the form of a cooperative joint 

venture (CJV) is encouraged in this area. 

• Development in respect of energy 

conservation technologies and recycling of 

various products (including plastics, 

electronic products, automobiles, 

electromechanical equipment, rubber, metal 
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and batteries) have been added to the 

encouraged category. 

• Participation by foreign investors is now 

encouraged in the manufacturing of new 

lightweight and environmentally friendly 

materials for aviation and aerospace. In the 

2007 Catalogue, only automobiles and 

motorcycles were encouraged. 

• Manufacturing of key components and parts 

for new energy automobiles (foreign 

investment capped at 50 percent) has been 

promoted from permitted to encouraged, 

including high-energy batteries, anode 

battery materials, battery separators, battery 

management systems, motor management 

systems and electronic control integration of 

electric vehicles. The manufacturing of 

complete vehicles and the establishment of 

automotive R&D organizations have been 

removed from the encouraged category, 

showing the shift in China’s interest in this 

field.  

• Venture capital enterprises have been 

upgraded from permitted to encouraged, a 

clear sign of China’s intention to encourage 

foreign investment in this sector.  

• Intellectual property service institutions are 

upgraded from permitted to encouraged.  

• Vocational education and training are now 

encouraged. 

New Permitted Sectors 

• As part of China’s efforts since its ascension 

to the WTO to gradually open its financial 

services sector to foreign investment, 

financial leasing companies are upgraded 

from restricted to permitted.  

• Commodity auction services are upgraded 

from restricted to permitted.  

• Manufacturing of containers is upgraded 

from restricted to permitted. 

• Manufacturing of carbonated soft drinks has 

moved from restricted to permitted.  

• Commercial companies engaging in the 

franchise or commission business or 

business management are upgraded from 

restricted to permitted. Conversely, 

commercial companies engaging in  

mail-order or direct or online sales will 

remain in the restricted category.  

• Medical service institutions are promoted to 

permitted from the restricted category; in the 

2007 Catalogue, such institutions were 

allowed only in the form of an equity joint 

venture (EJV) or CJV. 

• Distribution and importing of books, 

newspapers and magazines and importing of 

audio and visual products and electronic 

publications are upgraded from prohibited to 

permitted. 
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New Restricted Sectors 

• The manufacturing (only in the form of a CJV 

or EJV) of wheeled cranes weighing less 

than 500 tons and caterpillar cranes 

weighing less than 600 tons is now 

restricted. 

• The manufacturing of pigment using 

outdated processes is restricted. 

• The manufacturing of inorganic salt using 

outdated processes and causing serious 

pollution to the environment is restricted. 

New Prohibited Sectors 

• Mail courier services within China have been 

moved from permitted to prohibited.  

• Consistent with the Chinese authorities’ 

efforts to cool the real estate market, 

construction of villas has been downgraded 

to prohibited from restricted. 

On April 25, 2011 the NDRC also promulgated its 

new Industry Structure Adjustment Guidance 

Catalogue, which is that guide’s first amendment 

since its publication in 2005. The NDRC catalogue 

sets forth a basis for the country’s overall investment 

policy including domestic and foreign investment, 

import and export, finance and taxation, and real 

estate. Not surprisingly, the NDRC’s industry 

structure guide catalogue reflects a policy direction 

similar to that presented in the Catalogue.  

– Doris Chen & Tingting Guo 

 

PRC Court Issues Draft Judicial Rule on 
Private Antimonopoly Actions 

Key Points: 

• Only specially designated intermediate 
courts have jurisdiction over AML cases 

• Anyone who is directly or indirectly 
injured by the monopolistic conduct of a 
business has standing for an AML action 

• Standalone, follow-up and class actions 
are permitted 

• Certain burdens of proof are shifted to 
the defendant in an AML action  

• Remedies are clarified but limited 

• A statute of limitations of two years is 
provided but will be stayed if the injured 
party reports the monopolistic conduct to 
an antimonopoly authority 

On April 25, 2011 the SPC issued a draft rule on 

private antimonopoly actions (the Draft Rule). The 

Draft Rule provides special rules on jurisdictions of 

courts, burden of proof, remedies, the statute of 

limitations and links between authorities’ 

administrative antimonopoly investigations/decisions 

and private actions. The Draft Rule is available for 

public comment until June 1, 2011 and is expected to 

go into effect later in 2011.  

The PRC’s Anti-Monopoly Law (the AML) went into 

effect on January 1, 2008. It provides the grounds for 

private parties to bring legal actions against 

businesses that violate the AML. Article 50 of the 

AML provides that a business violating the AML and 

causing harm to another party shall be responsible 
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for civil damages. Since the AML went into effect, it 

is reported that about a dozen private actions have 

been brought under the AML. Based on the 

experiences of the PRC’s courts, the SPC moved to 

pave the way for private AML litigation.  

Overview of the Draft Rule 

The Draft Rule contains only 20 articles, but it covers 

seven categories: jurisdiction, standing, forms of 

AML private actions, special rules of evidence for 

AML actions, interplay between administrative AML 

investigations/decisions and private AML actions, 

remedies, and the statute of limitations for AML 

matters.  

Jurisdiction 

The Draft Rule specially designates certain courts in 

the PRC judicial system to have exclusive jurisdiction 

and serve as courts of first instance for hearing AML 

private action cases. These courts are:  

• intermediate courts located in the capital 

cities of the provinces and autonomous 

regions; 

• intermediate courts located in cities directly 

administered by the central government – 

i.e., Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin and 

Chongqing – and cities selected for the State 

Council’s plan – i.e., Dalian, Xiamen, Ningbo 

and Shenzhen; and  

• courts specially designated by the SPC from 

time to time.  

This jurisdiction designation shows that only the 

courts located in cities with relatively  

well-developed economies will serve as courts of first 

instance for AML cases. The inclusion of 

intermediate courts as courts of first instance 

indicates that the SPC attaches great importance to 

AML cases, as only the cases with great social 

influence or economic impact are designated to the 

intermediate or high courts for first review. At a press 

conference on the Draft Rule, an official from the 

SPC said that because AML cases are generally 

highly technical and complex and the courts’ 

experiences with and knowledge of AML issues are 

not extensive, it is more appropriate to involve the 

intermediate courts, which generally have more 

experience in reviewing such complex issues. It is 

also easier for the selected intermediate courts to 

accumulate knowledge and experience with AML 

cases. The SPC official also disclosed that in the 

designated intermediate courts, the intellectual 

property unit of each court will be responsible for 

AML cases.  

Standing 

Article 50 of the AML states that a business that 

engages in monopolistic activity and causes harm to 

others may incur civil liability. The AML does not 

address the standing issue. The Draft Rule provides 

that any natural person, legal person or organization, 

including businesses and consumers, that suffers 

damages or losses caused by the business’s 

monopolistic conduct may commence an action 

against the business.  

The language of the Draft Rule is much broader and 

provides standing for the person directly or indirectly 

affected by the monopolistic conduct. A consumer 
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may sue a company with dominant market power for 

its abuse of that power if he or she suffered any 

damage from the company’s conduct. On the other 

hand, the PRC Civil Procedure Law will also apply in 

AML cases where the plaintiff must demonstrate a 

direct interest in the case. Thus, the extent to which 

the consumer has to prove to the court its direct 

interest is still an open question, and each court or 

judge may hold different criteria on this issue.  

Forms of AML Actions 

The Draft Rule provides that private AML actions can 

be brought by an individual as a standalone action, 

by a group of victims as a class action or by others 

joining an existing AML action.  

Rules of Evidence 

The Draft Rule provides special allocation on the 

burden of proof in an AML action. The PRC Civil 

Procedure Law provides that the claiming party 

bears the burden of proof, a burden that applies in 

AML cases in general. The Draft Rule provides that 

the plaintiff shall prove:  

• the existence of the alleged monopolistic 

conduct by the defendant; 

• the existence of damage; and  

• the causal link between the alleged 

monopolistic conduct and damages.  

In a cartel case, although the plaintiff must prove that 

the cartel eliminates or restricts market competition, 

the burden will be shifted to the defendant to prove 

otherwise if the plaintiff can prove the existence of 

conduct listed in Articles 13 and 14 of the AML. For 

example, if an automaker sets a fixed price for 

dealers selling its automobile, which is a violation of 

Article 14 (2) of the AML, the plaintiff will not need to 

prove that such restriction on the retail price has an 

anticompetitive effect. In this case, the defendant, 

the automaker, has to prove that its price restrictions 

have no anticompetitive effect. 

In a case involving abuse of dominant market power, 

the following businesses will be presumed to have 

dominant market power unless they can prove 

otherwise:  

• public enterprises including water, electricity, 

heat and gas suppliers;  

• dominant businesses in certain services or 

commodities authorized by PRC law or 

regulation; and 

• businesses whose customers greatly depend 

on them and that operate in a market that 

lacks competition.  

With respect to the types of evidence allowed in an 

AML case, the Draft Rule permits the courts to 

consider economic analysis, statistical results 

produced by a qualified and independent third party, 

expert witnesses and statements by the alleged 

dominant entity.  

The SPC recognizes that it can be a hardship for a 

plaintiff in an AML case to produce evidence, 

especially on anticompetitive effect and dominant 

power issues. It therefore has mitigated the burden 

on the plaintiff in certain cases. 
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Interaction Between AML Administrative 
Investigations and Private Actions 

The Draft Rule gives courts handling AML cases the 

power to stay a case if the alleged monopolistic 

conduct is under investigation by an antimonopoly 

authority. In addition, even if the antimonopoly 

authority concludes that there is no monopolistic 

conduct, the court will still be able to review the facts 

and make its own determination independent of the 

antimonopoly authority’s conclusion.  

Remedies 

The Draft Rule states that businesses engaged in 

monopolistic conduct that causes damage to other 

parties shall bear civil liabilities pursuant to the 

General Civil Law, Tort Law and Anti-Monopoly Law. 

Remedies include an order to cease the conduct in 

question, an order to eliminate the danger that may 

cause damages to others and an order to pay for 

damages to others.  

In addition, the Draft Rule specifically permits 

compensation to the plaintiff for the cost of the 

investigation and determination of the monopolistic 

conduct.  

Statute of Limitations 

The Draft Rule provides that the statute of limitations 

for an AML plaintiff is two years from the time the 

plaintiff is aware of, or has reason to be aware of, the 

defendant’s monopolistic conduct. If the monopolistic 

conduct was longstanding, the plaintiff can be 

awarded up to two years of damages from the time 

litigation begins. If the defendant was investigated 

and determined by an antimonopoly authority to have 

engaged in monopolistic conduct, the plaintiff is 

deemed to have had reason to know from the date 

the antimonopoly authority issued its decision. If the 

plaintiff reports the monopolistic conduct to an 

antimonopoly authority, the statute of limitations will 

be stayed until the authority’s final decision.  

– Weiheng Jia 

 

Strengthened Drug GMP Certification 
Rules Coming 

Key Points: 

• Time limit for GMP certification prolonged 
under the new Draft Rules 

• Rules for on-site inspection and 
performance evaluation clarified 

• Ongoing supervision of post-certification 
GMP compliance strengthened 

• Drug manufacturers in the PRC face 
industry restructuring powered by 
government 

Upon the promulgation of the new Drug Good 

Manufacturing Practice (GMP) by the State Food and 

Drug Administration (SFDA), which went into effect 

March 1, 2011, drug manufacturers in China began 

to see SFDA’s efforts to upgrade the regulatory 

structure for the pharmaceutical industry. Such 

efforts were further reflected by SFDA’s release of a 

draft amendment to the Drug GMP Certification 

Rules (Draft Rules) on April 25, 2011, which were 

open for public comments until May 15, 2011. 

Compared with the current GMP Certification Rules, 
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the Draft Rules set forth more stringent requirements 

for GMP certification. 

One of the noteworthy changes under the Draft 

Rules is the prolonged time limit for GMP 

certification. Under the Draft Rules, the entire 

certification process takes about 140 business days, 

which is 20 business days longer than the current 

practice. The prolonged time limit is due mainly to 

the change of SFDA’s final review into a two-step 

process – i.e., a technical appraisal by the SFDA’s 

GMP certification department and an administrative 

review by SFDA. From a practical point of view, 

given that the new GMP significantly elevates the 

GMP standards in China and SFDA is expecting 

detailed supporting documents to prove compliance 

with the new standards, it may take far more than 

140 business days to complete the GMP certification. 

The Draft Rules also clarify how an inspection team 

designated by SFDA should carry out the on-site 

inspection and score the performance of a GMP 

certificate applicant. According to the Draft Rules, 

any non-compliance with the GMP standards should 

be classified into three categories: serious defects, 

major defects and normal defects. A serious defect 

refers to “significant deviation from GMP standards 

which may cause damage or health risks to patients,” 

whereas a major defect is defined as “relatively 

substantial deviation from GMP standards.”  

Non-compliance with GMP standards other than 

serious defects and major defects will be deemed as 

normal defects. The Draft Rules, however, do not 

provide concrete criteria for distinguishing among the 

various categories of defects, and therefore the 

decision will probably be left to the discretion of an 

on-site inspection team.  

The inspection result will be either Pass or Fail, 

which will be determined based on the nature and 

seriousness of defects as well as the specificity of 

the evaluated product. In particular, an inspection 

team may grant a Pass if there are normal defects 

only, or the applicant’s rectification plan proves that 

all major defects and normal defects could be 

corrected by taking necessary measures, in which 

case the inspection team may conduct another  

on-site inspection to verify such rectification. By 

contrast, a Fail could apply if there are any serious 

defects or numerous major defects, or the 

rectification plan fails to prove that major defects and 

normal defects could be corrected. In the case of a 

Pass, the application for GMP certification would be 

sent for technical appraisal; an applicant that 

receives a Fail would fail the GMP certification. 

The strengthened ongoing supervision after a drug 

manufacturer is issued a GMP certificate also 

deserves attention. According to the Draft Rules, a 

follow-up GMP inspection should be conducted every 

two years, which may cover all aspects of the GMP 

standards that were inspected during the GMP 

certificate application process. In addition, SFDA 

may suspend an issued GMP certificate in certain 

specified situations, including:  

• if a manufacturer or its workshop is no longer 

in compliance with GMP standards;  

• if a manufacturer is required to suspend 

production; and  
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• in other situations whereby the suspension 

of GMP certification is needed.  

After suspending a GMP certificate, SFDA may 

require the manufacturer to make rectifications. The 

suspended GMP certificate would be returned if the 

manufacturer completes the rectifications, restores 

its compliance with GMP standards and passes the 

on-site inspection of SFDA. Moreover, SFDA would 

be entitled to revoke an issued GMP certificate if the 

drug manufacturer seriously violated applicable laws 

or standards with substantial safety risks in its drug 

products.  

Alongside the elevated GMP standards, the rigid 

requirements under the Draft Rules will not only 

improve drug quality but also increase manufacturing 

and quality control costs. As a result, small 

enterprises will face a substantial risk of being 

eliminated from the market. Such effect, however, 

appears to be the target of a policy jointly issued by 

SFDA, the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of 

Industry and Information Technology in December 

2010, which calls for the restructuring of the 

pharmaceutical industry by encouraging large-scale 

drug enterprises to acquire and reorganize other 

market players; eliminating high-energy-

consumption, high-pollution and low-efficiency 

enterprises; and promoting the flow of advanced 

technology and sales to players that are in an 

advantageous position.  

– Ryan Chen 

Guidelines Issued for the Business 
Commencement Examination and 
Approval of Insurance Companies 

Key Points: 

• Registered capital of the insurance 
company must not be used before the 
insurance company is approved to 
commence business 

• The company must prepare a practical 
and comprehensive business plan before 
commencing business  

• The company must furnish CIRC with 
audit reports of its investors for the 
preceding year 

The China Insurance Regulatory Commission (CIRC) 

on March 30, 2011 promulgated the Guidelines for 

the Business Commencement Examination and 

Approval of Insurance Companies (Guidelines). The 

Guidelines, effective as of July 1, 2011, shall apply to 

the examination and acceptance of business 

commencement by Chinese-funded insurance 

companies – that is, insurance companies in which 

the capital contribution or holding of foreign 

shareholders accounts for less than 25 percent of the 

company’s registered capital. The Guidelines may 

also be used as a reference in the examination and 

acceptance of business commencement by 

insurance group (shareholding) companies, foreign-

invested insurance companies and insurance asset 

management companies.  

The Guidelines address three aspects related to 

insurance companies’ business commencement:  

(1) application materials, (2) criteria for the 
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examination and acceptance, and (3) the on-site 

work process for the examination and acceptance. 

Following are the main criteria and required 

documents for the examination and acceptance: 

• The registered capital of the insurance 

company must not be less than RMB200 

million, which must be contributed in cash. 

Investors of the insurance company must 

deposit the capital into banks in good 

standing. The capital may not be used 

before the insurance company is approved 

to commence business.  

• The insurance company must have made a 

practical business plan including a business 

development plan for three years in the 

future, a plan for the insurance products it 

will offer, a plan for developing branches, a 

plan for developing sales channels, a 

reinsurance plan, a forecast of profits and 

solvency capabilities, and a middle- and 

long-term assets placement plan. This 

business plan must be in compliance with 

the industry plan and regulatory 

requirements and specify the company’s 

position in the market, operation area and 

operation strategies. 

• The insurance company must furnish CIRC 

with audit reports of its investors in the 

preceding year. If an investor is a foreign 

financial institution, or a major shareholder 

who owns more than a 15 percent 

shareholding of the insurance company or 

directly or indirectly controls the company 

with less than a 15 percent shareholding, 

audit reports for the preceding three years of 

the investor will be required. Further, if an 

investor is a financial institution, an index 

report of prudent supervision and 

supervision opinions issued by the financial 

supervising authority must be submitted to 

CIRC.  

– Olivia Zhan 
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Recent Events 

On Tuesday, April 26, Squire Sanders partner Lisa G. Han took part in a free, one-hour webinar, “Winning 

Strategies for China: Key Exporting Business & Legal Issues for Biomedical Products Makers.” Topics covered 

included: 

• Why China? Demographics and Trends 

• Does China Really Want Your Product? Segment and Product Assessment 

• Building the Foundation: Product/IP Protection, Regulatory (SFDA) and Other Legal Issues 

• Go-to-Market: Channel Development, Pricing, Importation 

• Profitable Growth: Infrastructure, Competitiveness 

http://www.ssd.com/bioohio_webinar_winning_strategies_for_china/
http://www.ssd.com/bioohio_webinar_winning_strategies_for_china/
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